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Fig. 1. Jewish men applying 
te!llin at Temple Mount, 
Jerusalem, June 2005. Photo: 
author.
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DAVID MORGAN

THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF LIVED RELIGION: 
VISUALITY AND EMBODIMENT

I propose to de!ne the material culture of 

lived religion in terms of several categories of 

practice that put images and objects to work 

as ways of engaging the human body in the 

con!guration of the sacred. At the heart of my 

argument is the claim that religions are ways 

of fabricating networks of relations among hu-

man beings, on the one hand, and relations 

with gods, angels, saints, the a"erlife, spirits or 

ancestors, on the other. #is dual reticulation 

unfolds in the medium of the human body as a 

triangulation of individual, group, and sacred 

other. #is pivotal role of the body is certainly 

evident in spectacular instances of religious 

ecstasy such as #eresa of Avila’s sensuous 

mystical $ights so famously portrayed by 

Bernini’s Baroque marble extravaganza in the 

Cornaro Chapel in Rome. #e viewer stands 

before altar, drawn into the scene of the Car-

melite saint visited by an angel and $anked by 

the e%gies of members of the Cornaro family 

seated overhead in side galleries. But we may 

also !nd the embodied reticulation of indi-

viduals, the group, and a sacred other in the 

most mundane and anti-spectacular moments 

of everyday religion. For example, even the 

sternest Protestants sitting rigidly in rows and 

rows of pews are bodily engaged in a state of 

religious consciousness. #ey severely regulate 

their motionless bodies in order to sharpen 

the capacity for hearing. #ey listen with their 

taut forms, and they convey in unstinting, rapt 

attention an earnest respect for what they hear. 

And by sitting together, mirroring one another 

in demeanor, gesture, and dress, they assemble 

a uni!ed social body, a shared somatic regime 

that endows them with a corporate identity, a 

congregation. #e practice of hearing relies on 

the discipline of formal sitting, which is some-

thing that must be learned. #e skill of atten-

tive sitting is an example of what Marcel Mauss 

aptly called a ‘technique of the body,’ and it is 

something that parents seek to make even the 

youngest children grow accustomed to prac-

ticing in weekly worship.1 #ose composing 

an assembled body of listeners attend individ-

ually to the sermon, using their bodies to help 

them concentrate, but in doing so also a&ect 

one another. By acting on themselves, they act 

on the group, and by submitting themselves to 

the ethos and behavior of the group, they act 

upon themselves. Embodiment is at the heart 

of this dialectically collective and individual 

enterprise. 

#e intention of this essay is to outline pri-

mary ways in which religion happens materi-

ally, taking shape as embodied practices that 

con!gure the worlds of mortals and others. 

#e human body plays such a central role in 

this process that investigations of religion that 

ignore the body are in danger of proposing a 

deeply skewed and quite misleading account 

of their subject. A robust study of materiality 

would not limit itself to images and objects, 

but would consider all the senses – smell, taste, 

sound, touch, and sight, but also senses as dif-

ferently construed by varying cultures.2 My 

focus in this essay, however, is on visuality, 

with special interest in space and touch as vital 

components of visuality, which I seek to un-

derstand not in isolation but as intricately in-

terwoven with other senses. Far from seques-
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tering sight from the other senses, I believe it 

is necessary to integrate it into the full senso-

rium in order to understand much better the 

embodied nature of religious experience. But 

since it is not possible to examine the entire 

range on this occasion, I will focus on vision 

and embodiment as an example of the larger 

direction in which I regard the study of reli-

gious material culture to be pro!tably pursu-

ing.3

DEFINITIONS

I would like to begin with several rudimen-

tary de!nitions before proceeding to identify a 

set of categories of religious material practice. 

First, by material culture I intend all aspects of 

religion that pertain to bodies, objects, places, 

and artifacts of any kind.4 In contrast to textu-

ally-driven approaches, I argue that religions 

are not essentially ideational, conceptual, or 

volitional. #ey are all of these, of course, but 

they also exhibit the corporeal nature of hu-

man existence, which means that religions 

consist of feeling, sensation, implements, 

spaces, images, clothing, food, and all man-

ner of bodily practices regarding such things 

as prayer, puri!cation, ritual eating, corpo-

rate worship, private study, pilgrimage, and so 

forth. Consider the way in which some Jew-

ish men prepare for prayer at the Western wall 

of the temple mount in Jerusalem by winding 

leather straps or te!llin about their arms. (Fig. 

1.) Shall we say that the ‘essence’ of religion is 

what people utter in prayer or worship? If so, 

these leather straps are mere epiphenomena, 

garnishes on the edge of the plate, inessential, 

merely ancillary embellishments of the sacred, 

which is as necessarily immaterial as the words 

that bear it forth. And yet, for Orthodox Jews, 

observing the practice of binding the arm is 

an obligatory part of prayer. It is the way they 

were taught to pray, it is a practice they share 

with one another, with their fathers, and the 

tradition which they instantiate and maintain 

as an act of faith. #e body of the believer is 

made to mediate the individual and his tradi-

tion as well as the individual and the divine. 

Prayer with the te!llin constitutes the material 

way of practicing the religion as something 

one feels in one’s $esh. ‘Material culture’ con-

sists of two aspects: the material things that 

people use and value, but also the practices, 

places, attitudes, and schemes of thought and 

value that shape their perception and valua-

tion of the things. Properly speaking, the study 

of material culture means the study of cultured 

or culturally conceived and deployed things.

Embodiment is a principal register for reli-

gion. Without it we fail to understand one of 

the most powerful aspects of religious behav-

ior. Religions operate on and consist of, make 

and are made by bodies. Religions are not dis-

crete social institutions that work like cultural 

factories to produce individuals. Understand-

ing them in this way has led to notions of secu-

larization that purport to trace the rise and fall 

of religions as social forces. But this approach 

misses the far more subtle ways in which re-

ligions are constructive operations in human 

life. #e Orthodox Jewish boys who visited 

the Western wall one summer to receive their 

!rst siddur, or prayer book, at !ve-years of age, 

also received shiny golden paper torah crowns 

to mark the occasion. (Fig. 2.) Each boy is 

dressed more or less the same, in black trou-

sers and white shirts, some with vests, and all 

cap their esprit de corps with the crown. None 

of them sees himself, but he does see his fel-

lows, these other versions of himself, and he 

is seen in return by them. #is exchange of a 

common gaze assures each member that he 

belongs to the group. For this reason uniforms 

or common dress are familiar features of reli-

gious communities, most o"en among priests, 

monastics, o%cialdom, and o%ciates of formal 

worship, but also among laity such as mem-

bers of a confraternity or students in parochial 

schools. Religions rely on material means such 

as dress, space, and artifacts to fabricate shared 

identity. Use of these means constructs what 
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may be called a social body, that is, an imag-

ined, felt association to which the individual 

belongs and in which she experiences her con-

nection in a variety of sensuous ways. #e feel-

ing of participation in an extended collective 

reality is produced by material means such as 

dressing uniformly, displaying or using the 

same imagery, or performing the same prac-

tices such as songs, recitations, liturgies, or 

ritualized meals, especially practices that have 

been deeply internalized by years of rehearsal. 

A social body is a larger whole intuited by feel-

ing, sensation, and imagination. Mediated by 

an image, a dance, a song, a space, a gathering 

of congregants, the social body looms as a larg-

er version of the group and the self that envi-

sions it. #e sensation of this body is especially 

common in practices conducted among chil-

dren. We see the Orthodox teacher busily en-

gaged among the boys about him. He does not 

simply stand up and announce to the boys that 

they are members of a single group. Instead, 

the group performs its unity by dressing simi-

larly and coming to the Wall together on this 

ritual occasion. #e boys’ knowledge of their 

identity is an enacted and embodied knowing, 

a felt-cognition. More than abstractly knowing 

who they are, they perceive, feel, or sense their 

relatedness to one another and to the extended 

community whose trans-temporal coherence 

is materialized in the sacred site of the Wall 

and the social practice of praying there.

Communities do not engage in collective ex-

periences merely because it is convenient to do 

so. #e teacher does not bring the boys to the 

Wall on this occasion for the sake of e%ciency, 

simply because conducting a group consumes 

less time than bringing the boys individually 

to the site. It is crucial for the material study 

of religion to recognize that collective experi-

ence, doing things together, calibrates feelings 

and emotions as social media keyed to com-

monly experienced events, rites, places, things, 

dress, food, song, music, movement or totemic 

!gures. Commonly experienced artifacts be-

come social media that educate the senses and 

operate as forms of sociality. Waiting anxiously 

in line, receiving gi"s, dressing the same are 

Fig. 2. Orthodox 
Jewish teacher 

distributing 
prayer books 

among !ve year 
old boys at Tem-
ple Mount, Jeru-

salem, June 2005. 
Photo: author.
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ways of belonging to the group, creating a co-

hort whose experience manages shared emo-

tions and teaches the children to feel together, 

to do religion together. #e feelings generated 

by these practices a&ect social cohesion, group 

identity, communal relations, and the compel-

ling power of social participation.

By lived religion I mean religion at work – 

what it does in everyday life, among people, 

in the street or home.5 Lived religion comes 

in the form of practices – of seeing, speaking, 

eating, singing, and a broad variety of rituals 

– formal and informal, corporate and private, 

prescribed and improvised. #erefore, funda-

mental to the study of lived religion is the role 

of practice, a keyword among anthropologists, 

sociologists, media scholars, material cultural-

ists, and religion scholars.6 Rather than de!ne 

religion in terms of creeds or doctrines, these 

scholars !nd it more helpful to focus on prac-

tices as constitutive of religion. #is shi"s the 

study away from the centrality of beliefs to 

framing religion as one of the things people 

do in order to organize their worlds into co-

herent domains of experience such as social 

order, personal relationships, and interactions 

with forces beyond the immediate control of 

the body or community. 

Because embodiment and materiality com-

prise lived religion and therefore make sensa-

tion and feeling the medium of belief, we may 

regard aesthetics as a primary framework for 

the study of religion. By aesthetics I do not 

mean the science or philosophy of beauty, as 

the term was commonly understood from the 

late eighteenth century to the twentieth. I in-

tend instead the study of ways of feeling, forms 

of sensation, modes of perception. #ese are 

not hopelessly subjective and therefore inac-

cessible phenomena, but may be studied as 

shared patterns or routines that endure and 

therefore characterize groups of people as 

forms of sociality, as the sensuous means of 

social association and shared imagination. 

#ese forms take diverse shape – public rallies 

or parades, football matches, or rock concerts, 

as well as formally religious events such as lit-

urgy, hymn singing, domestic devotions, pil-

grimage practices, icon veneration, and so on. 

Shared practices both generate and modulate 

feeling and sensation, which in turn mediate 

humans and gods.7

One might say that material culture is the 

skeleton on which the thought-world and 

felt-life of religion take shape. #ought, feel-

ing, and practice are incomplete without one 

another. Aesthetics, as I understand it, is how 

they may be studied as belonging to an inte-

grated body of experiences. Together, they 

form religion robustly understood. #is means 

that the study of material artifacts and images 

in religious practice is the study of a powerful 

way in which people put their worlds together 

and maintain them by negotiating change in 

material practice. Images and objects are not 

inessential parts of religion, even those reli-

gions that insist they have no use for images 

in acts of worship. Images and objects perform 

powerful cultural work in mediating indi-

vidual and social bodies and the sacred, and 

they o"en do it far from o%cial religious sites 

such as altars or temples. Homes, work places, 

schools, the road, and the individual bodies of 

the devout are o"en the places where amulets, 

symbols, ex-votos, devotional pictures, sou-

venirs, trophies, emblems, commemorative  

objects, and mnemonic devices go to work. 

#e power of material culture resides in 

its ability to make physically present what is 

otherwise distant or absent or insensate, to 

embody the inchoate feelings, dim presenti-

ments, the distant past, the deceased leader or 

saint, the religious community, the intangible 

or transcendent reality, and to discipline and 

enlist the body in acts of shared imagination. 

All of these aesthetic frameworks structure 

a people’s time, space, sense of purpose, and 

collective identity. #e study of material cul-

ture is not limited to the artifacts and spaces 

of human life, but also includes the concepts, 

aesthetic paradigms, emotional patterns, and 

many practices that make things and spaces 
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apprehensible and valuable. Material culture 

gives form and place to such intangible struc-

tures as feelings, presentiments of ages past or 

future, the nation, or the personhood of ances-

tors and saints, investing them with a concrete 

presence in daily life. 

But in order to recognize the place and 

power of religious material culture it is nec-

essary to consider the situation in which hu-

man beings !nd themselves and how objects 

redress the human condition. Although there 

is no reason to believe in a universal human 

nature, human beings everywhere face the 

common condition of life in perpetual $ux. 

Everything changes and is therefore poten-

tially destabilizing in human society. Achiev-

ing some degree of stability in $ux is desirable, 

even a controlled change is more manageable 

than precipitous or unpredictable transforma-

tion. Managing change, retarding it or resist-

ing it, or otherwise a&ecting it, negotiating its 

cleavages, or merely the threat of upheaval, is 

generally in the interest of groups. Religion is 

one familiar social technology for doing so. 

Rites of passage, for example, are social forms 

of managing change. Children age, inferiors 

long for advancement, the strong fall ill, the 

old die. #e resulting change destabilizes pow-

er relations and requires redress if the stand-

ing order is to survive and ensure a predict-

able, ordered world. Rites of passage can make 

change productive rather than destructive. 

Loss may be turned to gain. By the same to-

ken, overturning the standing order is the very 

task of those who feel oppressed or powerless, 

or who yearn to enjoy the privileges of power 

for themselves. Revolution relies on an alter-

native set of material practices to achieve its 

end, such as iconoclastic acts of destroying the 

public symbols of power of the ancien regime. 

Defacing, toppling, or removing the statuary 

of the ruling power can be a powerful symbol-

ic act for rallying support and making public 

the revolution that is necessary to e&ect a shi" 

of power. Such acts can secure a new order, or 

come to embody it, just as rites of passage are 

commonly used to conserve power and tradi-

tional order. But even iconoclasm is part of a 

larger visual strategy of negotiating change: 

destruction is supposed to be limited to the 

emblems of the old order insofar as removing 

them makes room for the new order. As soon 

as the new are in power, they seek to consoli-

date their hold on it. Very quickly, sometimes 

over night, the new becomes as old as the old 

it replaced.

In addition to rites of passage, a variety of 

other practices are able to negotiate change. 

Commemoration, pilgrimage, divination, in-

tercession, healing, seeking miracles or divine 

intervention, the use of amulets or magic, dis-

cernment or introspection – all of these de-

vices may be religious strategies for coming 

to terms with the disruption of familiar struc-

tures of authority or with the threat of disorder 

or the loss of health, advantage, status, fertility, 

or wealth. 

#e place of materiality in these negotia-

tions is important to recognize. Human beings 

tend to organize their relations with gods, spir-

its, ancestors, or forces in the same way they 

organize their relations with one another: as a 

system of exchange, as an economy of relations 

that trade in things of value. We may speak of 

the material economy of the sacred in any given 

society as the negotiation of relations between 

gods and humans. #ings made, displayed, 

given, received, honored, destroyed, hidden, 

found, stolen, hoarded, and narrated medi-

ate all manner of values, counting for loss and 

gain, power and impotence, status and desire, 

tradition and innovation. #ings circulate and 

act, and they are able to embody the otherwise 

unseen. #ey perform miracles and they estab-

lish or transform the identity of their owners 

in countless ways. #e economy of things such 

as sacred objects educates their users, form-

ing their senses and equipping them with the 

social media of things and feelings that en-

able them to interact productively to manage 

the change that constantly assaults the fragile 

project of social life. 
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Studying the constructive role of the sens-

es in material culture is what aesthetics can 

contribute to the investigation of religion. 

Understood in this way, material culture may 

be organized in several categories. I describe 

seven below, yet by no means do I consider 

this number to exhaust the di&erent opera-

tions performed by material practices. Indeed, 

I have enumerated additional categories on 

other occasions.8 My intention here is to dem-

onstrate how the study of materiality can be of 

fundamental signi!cance to the study of reli-

gion.

SOME PRIMARY CATEGORIES OF 

RELIGIOUS MATERIAL CULTURE

1. Facing the sacred 

Images of saints, gods, mythic heroes, ances-

tors, or spiritual powers do many things, but 

one of their most important acts is to facilitate 

the face-to-face encounter with the person 

whose power, assistance, or blessing believ-

ers seek. Human beings are especially sensi-

tive readers and users of the face as a nuanced 

set of signs. People are so interested in seeing 

faces as rich sources of information that one 

anthropologist has suggested this is the reason 

why we see faces in accidental formations and 

readily anthropomorphize, morphing virtually 

any phenomenon into a divine disclosure or 

sign.9 We commonly see human characteris-

tics in the faces of animals and insects because 

we assume that their faces are like our own, 

intimately attached to the domain of feeling 

and intentions expressed in the visible surface 

of the human face. We read human faces with 

astonishing subtlety and rely on our own faces 

to engage those before us in communication. 

Human perception is strongly inclined to at-

tend to the face very carefully, particularly the 

eyes, which can convey crucial information 

about intention and the relationship between 

ourselves and those we face. Portraits are com-

pelling because they deploy a culture’s formal-

ized semantics of the human face. Not only 

do we recognize period costume, gesture, and 

expression in a portrait, we regard the painted 

or engraved likeness with the strong expecta-

tion that we are seeing the soul of the sitter, 

and in some cases that we are even seen by the 

portrayed person. We easily imagine that pic-

tures of faces are looking at us, returning our 

gaze, seeking to engage us in conversation or 

the silent colloquy of looks. #is reality of the 

likeness is grounded in the sensitive, proactive 

way in which human beings see faces. Infants 

learn this quickly. From the earliest age, hu-

mans watch the faces of those they encounter 

for evidence of intentions, for feedback, for 

a sense of how they themselves are being re-

ceived. Images are in some sense grounded in 

the human face: we are inclined to treat them 

as persons. An image of a person seems to re-

turn our gaze and disclose something about us.

#e human face is not an arbitrary signi!er, 

but an emanation of presence. Its features are 

directly linked to musculature, which is wired 

to the interior domain of biochemistry, the seat 

of feeling and response to the world around 

us. #e face may dissemble or deceive, but it 

does so only my mimicking the expression of 

feelings and intentions that humans rely on in 

everyday life as the basis of communication. 

#e association of looks and intended mean-

ings is taken for granted. Certainly it relies on 

cultural conventions. A smile may mean many 

di&erent things. But the desire to believe that 

faces reveal true feelings is perhaps universal 

because it is found at work in the tender rela-

tions between parents and their children from 

the !rst days of life. Children and parents look 

to the other’s face unceasingly in order to de-

termine disposition, state of mind, intent, feel-

ing. 

#e power of the face to address us in the 

form of a somatic relation is evident in Chris-

tian images of Mary, such as the delicate im-

age of Mother and Child in an Orthodox icon 

in Helsinki. (Fig. 3.) #e sweet face of the lit-
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tle Jesus is paired with his loving mother’s in 

a tradition that underscores the accessibil-

ity of Jesus to believers – he is the deity who 

will respond and presents himself for an af-

fectionate visual exchange with viewers. #e 

gaze of Mary is o& to the side, indicating that 

she gathered up everything that happened to 

him (Luke 2: 51), and, according to tradition, 

that she contemplates the future su&ering of 

her son, and supports him in preparation for 

it. #eir respective lines of sight intersect in 

Fig. 3. Mother 
and Child, Or-

thodox icon, Ous-
pensky Orthodox 
Church, Helsinki, 
May 2005. Photo: 

author.

front of the picture plane, in the actual space 

of the viewer, who participates vicariously in 

the mother’s visceral pain at contemplating her 

son’s future tribulation and death. Interpreted 

in this way, the image entreats devout viewers, 

engaging them visually and corporeally. See-

ing is an embodied practice because it means 

being seen in return and entering reverentially 

into the tender, yet agonizing presence of the 

one returning our look.
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2. Conscripting the body into religious practice

Bodies are complex things. #ey are inscruta-

bly tied to minds such that they can challenge 

every resolve of intellect with itching, indiges-

tion, fatigue, and the smell of bodies next to 

one’s own. Some Buddhist and Hindu prac-

titioners spend many years working at medi-

tation and yogic exercise to bring mind and 

body into a disciplined state. Other religion-

ists engage in $agellation, fasting, and ascetic 

practices to gain control over the body, or at 

least to use the body’s discomfort to remind 

themselves of the claim that the holy has upon 

them. Most rites of passage involve some ver-

sion of pain, even if only symbolic. But the 

pleasures of the body also play a key role in 

religious life, most commonly produced by 

feasting with family or kin on ritual occasions. 

#e body is the most personal and public 

form of signage – conveying to family and 

community the status of the individual. Many 

religious traditions express concern to control 

the unwieldy body and the will that is seated 

powerfully in the liver or heart or spleen or 

stomach, as the case may be. Religious forma-

tion invariably involves e&ort to train the body 

and will to submit to the disciplines of ritual, 

devotion, study, moral code, and communal 

authority. #e body must be enlisted or con-

scripted in the sense that by passing through 

the ‘boot camp’ of rites of passage and forms 

of instruction and puri!cation the human per-

son emerges as transformed, a new being in its 

social world. #e body is like a writing surface 

on which are inscribed the cultural demands 

of its world. Flesh and bone are educated to the 

forms and routines of life in the social body. 

#e body’s pain and discomfort are powerful 

dimensions in the training since reacting to 

pain or pleasure is an e&ective form of motiva-

tion. Pain is the imperative voice in a society’s 

grammar of assent. #e display of hair, eyes, 

teeth, bodily stance, and the angle of the head 

are pre-hominid behaviors that homo sapiens 

inherited from mammalian predecessors as 

primary forms of communication. #e body is 

meaningful, restless, desirable, unpredictable, 

and therefore powerful. Controlling it is the 

basis of human sociality.

As cultural forms dedicated to ordering and 

maintaining human relations and to imagin-

ing transcendent orders as the basis for human 

fortune or misfortune, religions make funda-

mental use of the bodies of their adherents. 

Orthodox Jewish men who arrive at the West-

ern wall in Jerusalem wrap one arm in a leather 

strap, place another around their heads (each 

of these te!llin or phylacteries holds a small 

box with Torah inside), and cover their shoul-

ders with a tallith, or prayer shawl, as bodily 

practices of prayer. (See !g. 1.) Prayer is a bod-

ily practice, not merely an intellectual state 

of consciousness. #e men hold the prayer 

manual as they stand or sit before the wall and 

recite prayers while bobbing rhythmically to 

immerse their consciousness into the somatic 

act of prayer. #e Roman Catholic practice 

of wearing the scapular around one’s neck is 

a part of Marian devotion. A lay version, de-

rived from the much larger garment worn by 

monks and friars, consists of two small images 

backed by cloth and sewn at either end of two 

strands to wear about the neck, hanging over 

each shoulder. #e garment is understood as 

a sign and guarantee of Mary’s love and pro-

tection, and is closely associated with the de-

votion to Our Lady of Fatima. Pope Benedict 

XV granted an indulgence of 500 days for each 

time the scapular is kissed. Scapulars o"en in-

clude texts stating as ‘Mary’s promise’ that the 

faithful who die wearing it will not su&er ‘eter-

nal !re.’ 

3. Creating the space of memory: 

making place

Places become sacred when they mark the site 

where someone vanished or something im-

portant happened. Sacred spaces arise where 

bodies have disappeared – most commonly 

by virtue of dying or being buried. #e place 
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marks an absence, delineating the edge of 

where the tangible took leave, where it became 

intangible, which is where it might be perma-

nently lost to memory if the site were not set 

o& for attention. Demarcation means that the 

living can return to the place, thereby keeping 

the person available, serving as an apparatus 

over which to !t the narrative account of his 

or her identity. As a result, the place becomes 

the body of memory, the shape of the missing 

one’s absence, the last place he was; and there-

fore the place becomes a link to him. Shrines, 

architectural ruins, sites of execution, graves, 

monuments, battle grounds: these places an-

chor temporal maps in the minds and bodies 

of those who visit them in order to remember 

the lost ones. #e site and its regular visitation 

keeps the departed part of an ongoing narra-

tive, the story that encompasses the living and 

the dead, a narrative that uni!es the here and 

the herea"er, !lling the hole le" by the de-

parted. Re-enactments may or may not stage a 

compelling sense of the leaving. But generally 

speaking, commemoration forestalls the loss 

that forgetting would entail. 

#is is evident in a roadside marker along 

a major highway in Indiana, at the site where 

a young girl was killed in an automobile ac-

cident. (Fig. 4.) She is not remembered as a 

holy !gure, and the sight is not a shrine in the 

sense of housing a relic. Yet the site is sacred 

to her memory among parents, family, and 

friends, and is marked by the crosses, $owers, 

stu&ed animals, and brightly colored orna-

ments that visitors continue to deposit. #ose 

leaving the objects on the anniversaries of her 

death have written personal messages to her 

on the crosses. Marking the place is important 

as a way of remembering her, even more, hon-

oring her and continuing to express tender 

Fig. 4. Roadside marker, site 
of child’s death, Indiana, June 
2006. Photo: author.
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feelings for her. #e teddy bears and brightly 

colored objects certainly convey such feel-

ings, but one wonders if they might also be 

intended to provide a comforting presence at 

the site of her death, a broad, grassy ditch, not 

unlike the way parents place such objects in 

the bedrooms of their infant children in order 

to make an inviting, reassuring space for their 

sleeping and waking hours. #e feelings of 

comfort generated by the gi"s may join visi-

tors with the deceased in the imagination of a 

common sensation. #e personal messages re-

corded on the crosses address the girl directly, 

as if she were able to hear them, making her 

death a violent separation but not an end to 

her existence. She is somewhere else, but feels 

the presence of her visitors. Maintaining the 

site through the material practice of leaving 

objects and messages develops and sustains 

a narrative that inserts the child’s loss into a 

larger account, one that includes the survi-

vors and anticipates a reunion assured by the 

Christian cosmology of life a"er death. But 

the gi"s and messages may also do something 

else that is comforting to the girl’s survivors: 

they may be intended to provide her company 

and proximity in memory, easing the anxious 

thought of her violent loss and their inability 

to have prevented it. 

4. Preserving the material presence of the holy

#e sacred in memory is premised on absence, 

which means that the sacred is a mode of em-

placement designed to secure what is missing. 

#e material form of the marker embodies and 

protects its memory and narrative recounting. 

On other occasions, the body of the beloved 

remains, never having le" though it is always 

in danger of being lost or forgotten. #e sacred 

in this case must be maintained or preserved 

as a material presence in the world of time and 

space. To this end, special measures are nec-

essary to delineate something so as not to be 

Fig. 5. African-
American school 
children before the 
Horatio Greenough 
statue of George 
Washington, US 
Capitol, ca. 1899. 
Photo: Frances 
Benjamin Johnston. 
Frances Benjamin 
Johnston Collection, 
Library of Congress.
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profaned or lost to deterioration or confusion 

with other things. Egyptians mummi!ed the 

body so that it might endure as the material 

basis of the self in the next life. Sculptured like-

nesses of pharaohs were placed within burial 

chambers in order to host the soul. Broken im-

ages lost the power to do so. Catholics from 

the Middle Ages to the modern world have 

reassembled the bones of the holy dead or 

installed relics in elaborate reliquaries. Bud-

dhists around the world have enshrined hairs 

of the Buddha in stupas for ritual veneration 

by practitioners. And it was imperative for 

the Soviet government to embalm the body 

of Lenin for public display in the Kremlin as 

the secular saint of the Communist state. For 

decades the American Congress labored to 

transport the bones of George Washington to 

a mausoleum in the Capitol rotunda, intended 

to house the remains of the father of the na-

tion. #e state government of Virginia repeat-

edly denied the request and !nally succeeded 

in keeping the remains at Mount Vernon. 

Congress resorted to commissioning a giant 

marble likeness of Washington as lawgiver, the 

American Moses pictured more like a half-

naked Zeus.10 (Fig. 5.) #e massive size of the 

!gure, whatever its maker’s intention, appears 

now as if it might have acted as a kind of com-

pensation to the young capital and nation, a 

titan intended to compete with the bones in 

Virginia, to resurrect and transpose the his-

torical !gure, George Washington, into the 

vaunted totem of the nation, Washington the 

city and myth. #e body of the man became 

the symbolic body of the nation. Placement 

within the city of Washington, especially in the 

wake of the Civil War, meant con!rming the 

center of moral gravity in the nation’s capital as 

opposed to the pro-slavery South represented 

by Virginia. It is not by accident that a group 

of African-American children are shown in 

the photograph by Frances Benjamin John-

ston about 1899, visiting the sculpture while it 

was still displayed on the national mall. (See  

!g. 5.)

Preserving the sacred body matters be-

cause doing so secures everything that the 

person created and represents – deity, faith, 

nation, people. Preservation also stabilizes 

cult and devotion, and creates a site for pil-

grimage, which means the basis for a material 

economy of the sacred as well as an enduring 

apparatus for priesthood, state-cult, or civil 

religion. Pilgrimage to power-sites is com-

monly linked to practices involving healing, 

divination, petition, and forgiveness. One 

need only consider the pilgrimage to the Vi-

etnam Veteran’s Memorial to note the impor-

tance of Washington as the heart of the na-

tion’s civil religion.

Preserving the sacred o"en means treating 

it properly. Respect and veneration keep the 

sacred in place. #e sacred may be lost with-

out the observance of certain protocols and 

the enforcement of taboos. #e use of material 

devices cues recognition of sacred matter qua 

sacred. #is may involve harsh taboos against 

touching the sacred object, as Durkheim noted 

in the case of tribal societies,11 but in other in-

stances touching, smelling, eating, or seeing 

with the desire to touch is the suitable means 

of honoring the object’s sacrality. For example, 

for centuries Christians have made pilgrimage 

to churches to behold relics of their saints, and 

to touch the reliquaries or shrines or altars that 

house the relics, o"en creating ‘contact relics’ 

by touching cloth, rosaries, prayer cards, or 

images to these containers of holy matter. An 

even more intimate form of physical contact 

with the holy occurs in the Eucharist, in which 

Christians devour the body and blood of Jesus 

in the ritual meal that not only remembers Je-

sus’ death, but realizes its redemptive power. 

#e consecrated bread and wine of the meal 

remain bearers of Christ’s presence, so when 

everyone has !nished the priest consumes the 

remaining wine and places the unconsumed 

host in a tabernacle near the altar, where it 

is stored between ritual celebrations of Holy 

Communion. 
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Fig. 6. Wooden 
prayer standards, 
graveyard at 
Gokokuji Temple, 
Tokyo, April 2005. 
Photo: author.
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5. Leaving and taking: 

materiality and communication

Emplacement enables various forms of access 

and dissemination. Once sited, the holy – 

whether remembered or materially invested – 

may enter into the lives of the devout, shaping 

personal narratives and social discourse. As it 

enters the world of social relations, the holy 

is extended into the lives of people over time. 

#erefore, we commonly see that visitors to 

graves, remnants, shrines, sites of former 

temples, or monuments o"en leave things 

there or take things away with them. People 

maintain ongoing relations with forces or 

gods or ancestors as well as with other devo-

tees by means of a material set of negotiations 

consisting of the things they leave and take at 

holy places. 

Lived religion may be described as a form 

of economy, a cultural system of exchange in 

which participants enter into relations with 

spiritual realities and with their community. 

#ese relations are variously negotiated in 

practices of gi"ing or donation, petition or 

supplication, and in quid pro quo. Each form 

of negotiation carries di&erent expectations 

of reciprocation and indebtedness. And each 

form of negotiation involves correspond-

ing material practices. For example, marking 

one’s presence at the site of the holy is a way 

of lending ballast to one’s petitions as well as 

physically participating in the collective and 

ongoing action of remembrance. Leaving an 

object or a text signals one’s veneration of the 

site and what it conveys; one’s intention to 

return; and one’s desire to connect with the 

person, group, or event that is remembered 

in the place. Prayer at graveside or holy site 

may be much more meaningful and consid-

ered more propitious. Buddhist visitors at a 

Korean monastery leave bits of tile or small 

statuary, or piles of stones to mark their pil-

grimage and prayer. #e Japanese grave shown 

here displays a host of wooden prayer sticks 

that loved ones have purchased and inscribed 

with passages from Buddhist sutras (especially 

the Diamond Sutra, among the most popular 

Mahayana texts). (Fig. 6.) In Japan, Buddhism 

is commonly intermingled with Shinto, which 

is a religion dedicated to spirit-forces that are 

petitioned with prayer and o&erings. Sold by 

the cemetery and customized at the patron’s 

request, the sticks are placed at graves on an-

niversaries of deaths (the sticks bear names 

and anniversary dates), demonstrating to the 

deceased as well as to the gods that the per-

son has not been forgotten. Leaving in this in-

stance is a demonstration of continuing rever-

ence and piety.12

In giving, believers signal or seek to secure 

the expectation of some form of response. In 

taking, believers engage in a kind of record 

keeping. When pilgrims take a souvenir with 

them it may be to establish an enduring link 

with the place and time of pilgrimage; to show 

others as proof and as a form of veneration; to 

serve as the occasion for speaking with other, 

presenting one’s testimony, or encouraging 

others to make pilgrimage. #e structure of 

much religious practice is eminently economi-

cal; objects and images commonly serve as the 

token or currency in this economy. But when 

the objects they leave or venerate are under-

stood to participate in the very being of them-

selves or a saint, the material economy of the 

sacred is intensi!ed by trade in the very sub-

stance of value. Relics occupy a special status 

in the material economy of the sacred. In this 

regard, leaving and taking may be more than 

a form of communication. Anthropologists 

have noted that the things people give and re-

ceive are sometimes regarded as part of them-

selves. Dorinne Kondo observed in her study 

of the tea ceremony, “In Japan, objects in gen-

eral are not considered atomistic entities, but 

extensions of people.”13 Marcel Mauss made 

a similar claim in his classic study of gi"ing: 

among the Maori, gi"s participated in the soul 

of the giver and the receiver: “to make a gi" 

of something to someone is to make a present 

of some part of oneself -- to accept something 
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from somebody is to accept some part of his 

spiritual essence, of his soul.”14 Accordingly, to 

leave objects means leaving part of oneself, of 

entering into a material relationship, one that 

personally connects one to the sacred other 

and possibly to other pilgrim-visitors who en-

ter into what might be called the network of 

the partible self.

6. Pilgrimage and the economy of belief

Material practices of pilgrimage bear a certain 

resemblance to what souvenirs mean for tour-

ism. Indeed, tourism and pilgrimage have al-

ways happened together. As Victor and Edith 

Turner put it in their important study of Chris-

tian pilgrimage: “a tourist is half a pilgrim, if a 

pilgrim is half a tourist.”15 Ancient pilgrims to 

Jerusalem purchased clay lamps for use in unlit 

interiors and brought them home. A thriving 

business in lamp production ensued. A com-

parable phenomenon is found at any pilgrim-

age site that becomes an established route, the 

focal point of a routine in which a predictable 

$ow of visitors can sustain local commerce.16 

Medallions, images, and certi!cates purchased 

along the way or at the site become part of the 

ritual as well as the narrative that is already 

taking shape. A"er the pilgrimage is complet-

ed, the narrative is deployed in devotional acts 

of remembrance and in interaction with oth-

ers. #e practice of purchasing indulgences for 

remission from time in purgatory constitutes 

yet another version of the sacred economy of 

religion. 

Commerce remains a part of modern 

Christian pilgrimage. An example reproduced 

here shows one aspect of an annual pilgrimage 

each May (the international month of Mary) 

to Univ, a Studite monastery in southwest-

ern Ukraine where the Virgin is believed to 

have revealed the site of a hidden spring sev-

eral centuries ago. (Fig. 7.) Just outside of the 

monastery vendors set up long lines of tables 

and booths that o&er pilgrims a great vari-

ety of printed icons, medals, crosses, candles, 

and so forth. Cheap plastic toys, watchbands, 

and other inexpensive items are also included 

on the densely covered tables of commodi-

ties. #e sacred and the secular intermingle. 

#eir di&erence consists of their value within 

the material economy. Some items have more 

value, others less. Generally speaking, relics 

are worth more than contact relics by virtue of 

rarity. But the sacred can be so $uid as to chal-

lenge the conventional distinction of original 

and copy.17 

#e sacred is able to conform to laws. Some 

have called this magic, rather than the sacred, 

but that is a theological distinction rather 

than an anthropological one for practices 

varying from relic veneration to divination 

bear the protocols of an organized economic 

system. For example, visitor-tourist-pilgrims 

to a massive Buddhist temple dedicated to 

Kannon, the great bodhisattva, in the Asakusa 

neighborhood of Tokyo, enter down a long av-

enue of shops selling religious articles as well 

as tourist souvenirs. Japanese school children 

are fond of purchasing fortune sheets. If the 

fortune is favorable, they take the sheet with 

them. If it is bad or irrelevant, they fold it up 

and tie it to the trellis (originally a tree), where 

Fig. 7. Sale of items for 
pilgrims to Univ Mon-
astery, Southwestern 
Ukraine, May 2004. 
Photo: author.
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it will be removed from their futures. (Fig. 8.) 

#e economy of belief operates very closely to 

the steady presence of chance or randomness 

in human life since negotiation with the pow-

ers governing events is a way of turning their 

whimsy to one’s advantage. Economic behav-

ior is a rationalizing technique for ordering 

social relations and tra%c with the divine, 

stabilizing chance into a regulated system of 

negotiation.

Fig. 8. Schoolgirls tying 
paper fortunes to trel-

lis for disposal, Sensoji 
Temple, Asakusa dis-

trict, Tokyo, April 2005. 
Photo: author.

7. Emplotment: harvesting purpose from chaos

One of the most familiar and widely practiced 

aspects of religions is divination. Simply put, 

divination consists of turning randomness 

into information. To do so requires a mate-

rial apparatus that autonomously generates 

the ‘noise’ in which a petitioner !nds an in-

terpretable ‘sound.’ #is conversion may be ef-

fected in the use of devices like fortune sheets, 

oracular sounds from trees, springs, or rocks, 
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the entrails of sacri!ced animals, instruments 

such as astrology, tarot, tea leaves, or the sticks 

of I Ching, or bibliomancy (opening a book 

such as the Bible or Koran at random and 

pointing to a verse); or by drawing straws or 

casting dice. Any generation of random events 

becomes revelatory when the event becomes 

a sign whose authority is underwritten by its 

random origin. Religions around the world 

o&er something that human beings !nd al-

most impossible to resist: techniques for har-

vesting purpose from chance. Randomness is 

a fundamental feature of human life and the 

universe. Not only do we thrive on the chance 

occurrence of good fortune, we amuse our-

selves with games that challenge us to reduce 

the odds against our favor by exercising mem-

ory, strategy, cunning, or blind chance. Luck 

is a form of judgment about matters beyond 

our control, the determination of an interest-

ed party, the one who bene!ts or su&ers from 

an event. Good luck means a consequence of 

bene!t to me. Bad luck is any result that is not 

in my interest. Human society is a set of so-

cial arrangements and liaisons able to enhance 

the odds of survival and decrease the odds of 

disaster. By herding, we improve our chances 

to survive. Not only are we less likely to be se-

lected by a predator, by remaining in groups 

human beings are able to develop complex so-

cial relations that bind them to one another 

over time, decreasing entropy and helping to 

ensure support when hardship inevitably hap-

pens. 

Divination transforms randomness into in-

formation by one of four general techniques: 

1) by agreement regarding result, as in drawing 

straws or casting lots, the loser is chosen; 2) 

by a prescriptive code that translates marks or 

sounds into a script; 3) by contest such as a rid-

dle or athletic performance or the execution 

of some task; and 4) by narration, in which an 

expert reads an event as part of a narrative, an 

unfolding sequence, a plot that is going some-

where and taking the individual with it. Tarot 

cards are an obvious example, but so is provi-

dential discernment in pagan and Christian 

theologies. Purpose emerges as movement 

toward a destination. Events are not random, 

but happen for a reason to be discerned in the 

story that they help tell.18 

In every case, divination takes the client 

from a state of less knowledge to more, from 

less order to greater order, from impotence to 

a more favorable position. Religions are ways 

of emplotting life with purpose and they rely 

on things to do this, especially in techniques of 

divination. Even in formally non-religious in-

stances such as the Japanese schoolgirls seek-

ing good fortunes, we can see in the practice 

an attempt to negotiate with powers that are 

larger than oneself. (See !g. 8.) #e girls can 

elude an unfavorable fortune by tying it to a 

trellis and letting the wind spirits take it away. 

Even fortunes that are not bad but simply ir-

relevant must be respectfully disposed of be-

cause the circulation of fortune belongs to an 

encompassing economy. #ere is a logic to 

this way of thinking. By ascribing divine or 

providential intent to random events such as 

storms, $oods, attacks, military defeats, !res, 

plagues, and other catastrophic events, people 

are able to imagine themselves part of a story 

that is not directed by unfavorable or malig-

nant powers. Disasters are not allowed to loom 

as ever possible and unpredictable, thus enab-

ing hope and a variety of other, more produc-

tive feelings and moods to prevail. Because 

events happen for a reason, that reason must 

be identi!ed and accommodated within the 

economy of belief so that they may not recur. 

#e bene!t includes a secured sense of belong-

ing, of !nding one’s home in a world that can 

be terrifyingly random.

Taking these seven domains of material-

ity together, not as an exhaustive list but as 

one broadly representative of lived religions 

around the world, we are in the position to af-

!rm the importance of materializing the study 

of religion. 
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